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Tired of Patriarchy’s Bad Rap

I guess I’ll be rehashing the same topics with new names until I die, but they won’t let me go.

There is something I’m so tired of. The word “patriarchy” is practically synonymous with an explicative in
this culture. I’m tired of that. Patriarchy is not a new concept, but one as old as the world itself. It is biblical
and if you don’t like it, and you’re a Christian, perhaps a new religion would suit you better.

(For a clear definition of biblical patriarchy, go here.)

It’s ridiculous that patriarchy-haters accuse those who embrace it of belonging to a cult. (They do this, I
promise.) Egalitarianism is the new thing, not patriarchy. If anyone has any ‘splainin‘ to do, it’s those who
have deviated from a biblical command, not those who are still there.

Patriarchy is not “man-control”, it’s God control. And you see, that’s just the problem everybody has with it.
Frankly, in this 21st century “me world”, we don’t want anyone in control. Even us Christians. So we take
God’s Word and not only reject it, but we make up our own deviated definitions about it and then call those
who still hold to its simple truth “cult members.”

If you want to find another name for it, because of the way this one has been smeared, that’s fine. It seems so
few even know what it really means, we may be smart to call it something else. But as it is defined by
Scripture, dear sisters, we are not only called to believe it, we are gloriously transformed by it! God doesn’t
mess up, and He always arranges the order of things in our best interest. (Can anyone really look at our
culture, shake a head and say, “yeah, this egalitarian thing has really improved us!”?)

Anyone who claims to belong to Christ and calls someone a cult member who follows plain dictates of
Scripture removes his own disguise, in my opinion.

Nuff said.
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15 Responses to “Tired of Patriarchy’s Bad Rap”

1.  Civilla says:
December 29, 2008 at 9:06 pm

Don’t see anything I would disagree with here. Of course, it is too late for me to go back and do some
of it over, and grown children have their own ideas.

Reply

2.  Margaret in VA says:
December 29, 2008 at 9:29 pm

Speaking up from lurkdom…you go girl! It is tiresome,but “there’s nothing new under the sun” is
there?

Reply

3.  mrshester says:
December 29, 2008 at 11:26 pm

Amen!!

Reply

4.  Angela says:
December 29, 2008 at 11:41 pm

Unfortunately, it is not just patriarchy. It is views of wives and motherhood, sexual orientation, heaven
and hell, how to raise children, government dependence, etc… The common thought today is, “If I
don’t agree with what the Bible says, I will ‘interpret’ it so that it agrees with me”.

It is sad that people think this way instead of embracing the freedom that only Christ can give.
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5.  amy says:
December 29, 2008 at 11:59 pm

****Frankly, in this 21st century “me world”, we don’t want anyone in control****

Well said, Kelly. This is exactly right. We live in a “me world” and even a lot of Christians are
succumbing to it. They would rather follow false doctrine which allows them comfort and feeds their
selfishness. Thank you for standing for Truth.
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6.  Mrs. Lady Sofia says:
December 30, 2008 at 1:33 am

Mrs. Kelly,

What brought this topic on tonight? Did someone “ruffle your feathers” again (smiles)?

My husband and I were talking about this very topic last night and we are both in agreement with it as
biblical.

So in response to this post, I say, “Amen and Amen” and “Oh phooey” to the naysayers!
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7.  7 and counting! says:
December 30, 2008 at 8:21 am

I love trotting out the word “patriarchy” in my extended family gatherings. I have actually seen some
of the women wince, whether professed Christians or non-believers. Then the looks of utter pity for my
“subjugation” are sent my way. I pray they see the fruit of what trying to do things the way God lays
out in Scripture in my life. I am grateful for God’s design. I am protected, edified, cherished, directed
to the cross, through the patriarchy in my home. I praise God for the servant leader in my husband he
has blessed me with! Thanks for reminding me for yet another reason to bless His Holy Name!!!!!
Prayers for a God glorifying New Year!
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8.  Regina says:
December 30, 2008 at 10:17 am

I’ve also heard the biblical belief in a young Earth described as cultish.
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9.  Kim M. says:
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December 30, 2008 at 11:17 am

Naysayers would be wise to look at the marriages of those who uphold TRUE patriarchy in their homes
(not those who claim patriarchy but do not follow it Biblically).

Men love your wives, women respect your husbands. Can’t get any better than that! 

Reply

10.  authenticallyme says:
December 30, 2008 at 1:55 pm

HI Kelly….

I can honestly see why you would be perturbed at “patriarchy’s bad rap” if you and your husband,
indeed, are following a good sound helathy patriarchy. Unfortuantely, there are many Christians out
there today who are not, and that is why Patriarchy takes a rap. It isnt fair that those who are modeling
it appropriately, are being singled out as if they are ‘part of the problem’….or ‘legalistic’. I do know
from my own experience and from others who i have been blessed to know-that often fear is a
motivator of how each purposes their marital duties, and then, YES, control plays a factor, because
people will want to control when they are afraid.

Where I live, for every Christian couple who has a positive, healthy, Scripture based marriage, there
are 8 or 9 less that sound, or outright messy examples. Ive spent a lot of time in bible studies, marriage
groups, abusive groups, and recovery rooms to see it. It is unfortunate that many have been hurt or
harmed by poor application of patriarchy (which really isnt patriarchy at all; agreed)but naturally these
people will speak up about the ills they have likewise experienced, because they dont want to see
others suffer, plus they want to get the unhealthy aspects EXPOSED for the lies they are. I have seen
this done eloquently, and not so eloquently (by myself sometimes included!). I often feel
misunderstood too, and become angered by that fact, but now I try to realize that everyone’s
experiences are very real for them, and that sometimes people are speaking from angles i simply cannot
understand.and that they are ‘transffering’ their disagreements onto me, with whatever topic they are
talking about. I dont think it is deliberate as often as we might suppose. Anyway, I agree that it is not
fair for everyone to be lumped into a label….patriarchy means a myriad of things to many different
people  and that is where the real misunderstanding and problem lies. In my opinion, anyway.

Reply

11.  God's Dancing Child says:
December 30, 2008 at 4:56 pm

I am sure if you were able to read No Greater Joy magazine lately, you were overwhelmed with feel-
goods about their stance on patriarchy. (NOT.)

I believe there are people that believe in patriarchy, but twist it’s meaning (and by that, I mean doing
literally everything a husband says, even if it means sinning against God), and these are the
people/families that give patriarchy a “bad name.”
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Good article, Kelly!

Reply

12.  Kim from Canada says:
December 30, 2008 at 10:27 pm

I have always found the most subjagated population in this “me-world” are those women who are tied
into feminism. The very ones who wince at the word patriarchy!

Great post!

Reply

13.  Jennifer says:
May 18, 2010 at 5:47 pm

Actually, patriarchy is greatly about man’s control. Many sects practicing it have earned their bad
reputation and considering the careful reading of Scripture and powerful positions of women in both
the Bible and the early church, it’s not in the least egals who have the explaining to do.

Reply

14.  Jennifer says:
May 18, 2010 at 5:48 pm

GDC, No Greater Joy’s actually one of the healthier “patriarchy” groups by far.

Reply

15.  Jennifer says:
May 18, 2010 at 5:49 pm

Frankly, I’m sick to death of labels period. Why the devil can’t we just be Christians and live out our
individual lives according to God’s will, not each others’ definitions?? Blech!!

Reply
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